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Digimag, the Journal 
 
Since 2005, Digicult has been a cultural platform that examines the impact of digital technologies and 
sciences on the arts, design, culture and contemporary society. Digicult was born to give voice and 
visibility to a new generation of interdisciplinary authors, expand their circuits into an international context, 
and simultaneously break the existing inflexible publishing rules of the press, by exploiting potentialities of 
the Web, and its free networks. 
  
Driven by the above experience and stemming from the monthly magazine Digimag, 72 issues in 7 years 
Digimag Journal is a new interdisciplinary peer-reviewed online publication, seeking high-standard 
articles and reviews at the intersection between digital art and contemporary art production, the impact of 
the last technological and scientific developments on modern society, economy, design, communication 
and third millennium creativity.  
  
Recently, a new generation of researchers and creative producers has emerged. Their work and writing 
constantly cross the boundaries of art, design, cinema, society, communication and scientific research. 
They are a mutant and unclassified new category, spontaneously working and researching across shared 
and fluid methodological, aesthetic, cultural and technological paradigms, shifting back and forth between 
different disciplines and areas of creativity. The purpose of the new Digimag Journal is to give voice to 
this new group of individuals who meaningfully embody today’s definition of “digital culture.” It is a meta-
publication that mixes readers and audiences and mirrors the constantly changing society in which we're 
now living and working. 
  
Digimag Journal wishes to be an innovative form of cultural product that moves beyond classical cultural 
definitions, thus avoiding strict productive and creative labels. This means that it seeks to overcome 
traditional cultural production models based on institutional economic support or private funding, going 
beyond the limits that other independent productions have been sometimes affected by, becoming, in this 
way, a professional reality of international importance. 

  
The Story 
 
The publication of the monthly magazine Digimag has produced an internal circuit of professionals and an 
external network of contacts and relationships among artists, designers, schools, festivals, publishers, 
galleries, museums, media centers and institutions dealing with research, development, production, and 
creativity through digital technologies. This has allowed Digicult to initiate a new sustainable economy 
based on web 2.0 and networking strategies operating independently and autonomously from any 
institutional or private support. 
  
Over the years Digicult has identified itself as an open project, ready to welcome this cross-contamination 
typical of the digital era, turning debate and hybridization into its winning features. The magazine Digimag 
itself has been changing, Year after year, issue after issue it has morphed into a hybrid instrument able to 
reflect the complexity of contemporary artistic and cultural production. 
  



Digimag has quickly become a cultural instrument, a tool for academics, reseachers, students, artists, 
designers, geeks and practioners who constantly break the disciplinary boundaries of different media 
technologies especially when they operate in the context of contemporary cultural production centers: this 
includes media centers and contemporary art galleries, digital art festivals and computational design 
meetings, music industries and experimental cinema practices, political hacktivist actions and code and 
networking behaviours. 
  
This is the reason why we decided to transform Digimag into a scholarly Journal based on articles 
spanning a wide range of contemporary digital and scientific fields.  

 
 
 
 
 


